THE DRAGON AND AMANDA - 1986
Children’s Production

CAST: Jennie Bingham, Kirsten Bingham, Patrick Croghan, Barrett Cummings, Griffin Cummings, Michael Cummings, Sarah Ann Decker, Aimee Day, Laura Etling, Robert Harder, Eric Hunting, Eugene Johnson, Jennifer Day Johnson, Sandy Johnson, Tina Johnson, Gered Kauffman, Mike Kritzland, Monique MacDonnell, George Mehelis, Darci Middleton, Krista Orr, Chad Rogers, Amy Scott, Rachel Scott, Alison Stafford, Shawna Marie Stine, Tracy Stine, Josh Vancil, Matt Wright

Book and Lyrics: Gregory Kauffman
Music: David Ball
Director: Gregory Kauffman
Musical Director: Karen Rice
Choreography: Wendy Etling
Set Design: David Zinn
Costume Design: Faith Gallaher, Shirley Rogers
Light Design: Mike Rainy, John Devin
Production Managers: Molly Nelson, Faith Gallaher
Special Effects: Molly Greist, Karen Toleer
Dragon Construction: Bobbie Quitsland, Bruce McGrew
Musicians: Kari Forbes, Chris Brunton